
 
Year 4 Maths Tasks – Tuesday 31st March 2020 

 

Today we shall revise our subtraction method using a similar layout and process like yesterday. If you want to generate more 

calculations or want to do further addition practice, you could add all of the following calculations together as well or use a dice 

to generate more calculations for addition and subtraction. Remember, for subtraction in the method you know, the first 

number in the number sentence (452 – 143 for example) must be the largest. Please work on your times tables today. All the 

resources you need are on the school website and you can use TTRockstars and Hit the Button too if you like.  
 

Parents: The children are using the ‘column’ method of addition that is the same as the way you were taught at school. We do 

exercises like these at least once a week in class, so the children should be able to tell you which column they are working in. 

Once they are secure and accurate, help them to move into the next column. By the end of year four, they should be fluent in 4-

digit and ideally, working with 5-digit. In class, I would expect to see an entire column completed and an attempt at some in the 

next hardest row.  
 

Children: Focus on your number formations and ensuring your layout is as perfect as it can be. If you have squared paper (you 

can use your maths homework book if you have it with you), remember to use one number per box. Finally, remember to copy 

carefully – lots of your errors happen because you have copied the calculation incorrectly! 

 
 

When you have completed your calculation work, apply your skills to these worded problems. As always, you’ll see a repetition 

in the style of question to help you build your confidence alongside a variety of the mathematical language used. I have used 

very similar questions to yesterday on purpose. Harder questions and a wider mixture will be coming soon! 
 

No 
Exchange 

1. Mr Gray has 237 DVDs in his cupboard. If he sells 125, how many will he have left in total? 
112 

No 
Exchange 

2. Mrs Ware has been working in her garden and planted 382 bulbs. If only 271 flowers appear, 
how many seeds didn’t grow? 111 

No 
Exchange 

3. Mr Neighbour has found Mr Gray’s secret stash of biscuits in school! In one draw, there were 
426! If Mr Neighbour ate 203, how many are left for Mr Gray? 223 

One 
Exchange 

4. Mr Gray has listened to 781 CDs this week. He didn’t like 590 of the CDs so gave them away. 
How many does he have left to listen to? 191 

One 
Exchange 

5. Mrs Ware counted how many pieces of salt and pepper she had in her house. She had 4672 in 
total. If her husband uses 1950 pieces on his lunch, how many will be left? 2722 

One 
Exchange 

6. After finding Mr Gray’s biscuits, Mr Neighbour kept hunting and found Mr Gray’s chocolate 
stash! There were 3278 Lindor balls and Mr Neighbour ate 1755 of them. How many did he 
leave behind? 1523 

Fluent 7. Mr Gray has been weighing his garden waste. Had had three bags that weighed 8759 grams in 
total. He took one bag to the tip that weighed 2995 grams. What is the weight of the bags 
that are left? 5764 

Fluent 8. Mrs Ware thinks she has more CDs and DVDs than Mr Gray does so they both count what 
they have. Mr Gray has 4098 items and Mrs Ware has 2979 items. What is the difference 
between the amounts? 1119 

Fluent 9. Mr Neighbour is helping Mrs Moore count all the stationary in the school. In the 
photocopiers, he found 98378 pieces of paper. If the staff use 79989 pieces of paper that day, 
how many are left? 18389 

 
Further Tasks: Work on your place value knowledge by partitioning your answers! For example, 34-12 = 22. The partitioned 

answer would be 20 + 2 = 22. A larger number would look like this: 539-125 = 414. You would show this as: 400 + 10 + 4 = 414. 


